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High Luminosity – LHC  (Phase-II)  

}  HL-LHC: Upgrade of LHC and injectors to increase beam intensity 
}  Linst > 5 × 1034 cm−1 s−1, up to 140-200 pileup
}  Ultimate integrated luminosity target of 3000 fb−1 (10x LHC) - baseline

}  Experiments: ATLAS and CMS upgrades for HL-LHC conditions
}  Radiation hardness
}  Mitigate physics impact of high pileup  ( more than 5x LHC ) 
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HL-HLC overview

• Fully exploiting the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) necessitates significant 
upgrades

• Higgs studies with better precision, including exotic decay searches

• Searches for rare heavy particles associated with supersymmetry (SUSY) 
and other Standard Model (SM) extensions

• Searches for long-lived or non-interacting particles

• CMS upgrade philosophy: equal or better performance under HL-LHC 
conditions
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Luminous region 

}  Luminosity leveled to “what the experiments can stand” 
}  Adjust the beam transverse size at the interaction point (β* function)

}  Linst = 5.3×1034 cm−2 s−1  à  140 pileup   
}  Linst = 7.6×1034 cm−2 s−1  à  200 pileup  
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Proof of concept 

}  Real life event with HL-LHC-like pileup from special run in 
2016 with individual high intensity bunches
}  One such collision every 25 ns at HL-LHC 
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Proof of challenge ! 

}  Vertex merged in ~15% of the cases at 200 PU
}  Hardest reconstructed collision not necessarily the most interesting

}  Incorrect association of tracks (and neutrals) with vertices 
}  Degradation in local and global event observables 
}  Incorrect reconstruction of the event kinematics
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An interaction of interest at less than 1%  
of the collisions simultaneously recorded



38 5 Comparative Performance studies
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Figure 25: Effect of detector pileup on the sensitivity for the SUSY search for the W±H+Emiss
T

final states. The estimated effect of the degradation of Emiss
T resolution has been applied.

current studies demonstrates that for physics channels relying mostly on charged particles, the
increased luminosity at 200 pileup can be exploited. For other physics signatures, the studies
are continuing.

5.1 Performance implications of reduced cost configurations 23
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Figure 8: The Emiss
T distribution for the reference detector with (green) and without (red) the

high-h tracking extension and the ratio of the number of events observed without and with the
tracking extension vs Emiss

T for events at <PU>= 140 and <PU>= 200.

Figure 9 (left) shows that the missing transverse energy resolution is also degraded by about
25% at 140 pileup. Jet counting and the identification of vector boson fusion or vector boson
scattering processes are diluted by the presence of misreconstructed jets in the forward region
of the detector. Figure 9 (right) shows the relative rate of additional misidentified jets as a
function of pseudorapidity.

A substantial increase in additional jets that come from pileup is observed and the performance
degradation is severe even at a pileup of 140 when the tracker extension is not present. The
impact on the measurement of Higgs boson properties in events produced via the vector boson
fusion process is included in the discussion in Section 5.2. In addition, the limited coverage for
charged particle reconstruction reduces the acceptances for taus, muons, electrons, photons,
and b-jet tagging. For the Higgs boson to four muons analysis, one of the key measurements
for the HL-LHC, the acceptance is reduced by 20% as shown in Figure 10.

Tracker without layer 4: the performance of the tracking system with a reduced number of
layers has been studied. To simplify the performance studies, layer 4 of the outer tracker has
been removed without changing the other layers configuration. This layer is selected since it
minimizes the impact on the track reconstruction performance. The offline track reconstruction
performance is mostly driven by the precise space-point measurements in the pixel detector
and the lever arm of the tracking volume is not modified by the removal of layer 4 and therefore
the momentum resolution is neither not affected. However, the track reconstruction for the
hardware trigger does not include the pixel detector and it is therefore sensitive to the number
of layers in the outer tracker.

In order to estimate the impact of the loss of redundancy, realistic defects to the system have
been studied. A first scenario assumes that 5% of the modules, randomly distributed, are not

Physics impact by example 

}  VBF H!ττ requires >40% more 
luminosity at 200 than 140 PU
}  Jet fake rate and ET

miss resolution  
and tau isolation 

}  Searches with Et
miss less  

sensitive at 200 PU than 140 PU
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5.3 Phase II detector performance at pileup 140 and pileup 200 37

observed and the performance degrades at 200 pileup. These fake or “pileup jets” interfere
with accurate counting of the number of jets in the event of interest, which is an important
aspect of many measurements and searches at the LHC.
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Figure 24: Emiss
T distribution for the perpendicular component of hadronic recoil to Z boson,

measured in Z ! µµ, at <PU>= 140 with the high-h tracking extension (red) and <PU>= 200
(green). Results for Phase I at <PU>= 50 (black) are also included (left). Relative rate of
additional misidentified jets as a function of pseudorapidity for different pileup configuration.
Results are shown relative to the performance of the reference detector at <PU>= 140 for
<PU>= 200 (green), and Phase I at <PU>= 50 (black) (right).

The degradation in the reconstruction of jets and Emiss
T has significant impact on several anal-

yses. Figure 25 shows the effect of the degraded Emiss
T resolution on W±H+Emiss

T searches. To
compensate for the increased background level, the event selection has been tightened with
respect to the reference in the TP. A significant reduction in the discovery potential is observed.
In a dataset of 3000 fb�1 the mass reach for discovery is reduced from 940 GeV to about 800
GeV. For measurements of the VBF Higgs to tt final state, where the tt mass is reconstructed
using the missing transverse energy, the performance of the analysis expressed as signal over
the square-root of background is degraded by about 15%. This translates into a 40% increase
in the luminosity needed to achieve the equivalent result at 200 PU. In addition the rate of
jets reconstructed from pileup energy depositions reduces the signal yield and increases the
background from Drell-Yan production, degrading the analysis performance by 25%.

Summary: The performance of the reference upgrade reference detector has been studied for
pileup of 140 and 200 collisions per crossing and compared to the Phase I detector performance
at 50 collisions per crossing. The performance of the Phase I detector can be achieved with the
reference detector in the presence of 140 collisions per crossing. The studies presented here
demonstrate that resolutions, efficiencies, and misidentification rates are degraded in events
with 200 collisions per crossing. Objects measured predominantly with the tracker and those
at large transverse momentum are less affected than objects measured using mostly calorimet-
ric information or with low transverse momentum. As a result, crucial measurements of the
H ! 4µ, H ! µµ, and searches or measurements of heavy resonance show limited sensitivity
to pileup. Measurements relying on the missing transverse energy resolution or jet counting
are significantly affected. The physics analyses that are very sensitive to these observables
indicate that improvements are needed to fully exploit the data collected at higher luminosi-
ties. For the endcap calorimeter, this is addressed by the new timing and pointing capabilities
of the High Granularity Calorimeter. It is expected that these new features will substantially
improve the mitigation of pileup. As well, the improved timing resolution in barrel electro-
magnetic calorimeter is anticipated to provide improve photon energy resolution. Overall, the
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SUSY with ET
miss 

Reference: CMS Upgrade Scope document: [CERN-LHCC-2015-19, LHCC-G-165]



Mitigation of pileup with precision timing 
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If beam-spot “sliced” in successive O(30) ps time exposures,  
effective pileup reduced by a factor 4-5:
•  ~15% merged vertices reduced to 2%
•  Phase-I track purity of vertices recovered

 

VBF H!ττ in 200 pp collisions

Luminous region
•  tRMS ~ 180 ps
•  zRMS ~ 4.6 cm 
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Bold aspects of CMS upgrade for Phase-II 

+ Precision timing of all objects:
}  Timing in the electromagnetic calorimeters (barrel and endcap) 
}  New MIP Timing Detector (MTD) just outside the tracker 

  MIP timing with 30 ps precision and almost full efficiency  
  Acceptance: |η|<3.0 and pT>0.7 GeV 
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}  Level-1 trigger accept rate 750 kHz 
}  Tracking information in “L1 track trigger”
}  All silicon tracker with 4x granularity and 

extended acceptance 
}  High granularity endcap calorimeters 

}  3D development of showers 



Example of time-aware vertexing  
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}  Event with 50 pileup collisions to ease eye analysis
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}  4D reconstruction with track time information:  σ~25 ps
4.8 cm RMS
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Track-vertex association – with track timing 
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}  With timing, ‘effective 
vertex density’ down  
to LHC level !

1.  Extend performance  
at 200 PU 

2.  Strengthen reconstruction  
at 140 PU 

3.  Provide robustness  
against adjustment of 
luminosity scenarios

}  Recovery from  
performance degradation  
in several observables

LHC HL-LHC   140PU 200PU



Performance gain: one example 
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no timing

w/ timing

}  Isolation efficiency for constant background rejection power 
}  Performance degradation due to pileup offset by time aware reconstruction
}  [ Gain also in pileup jet rejection, missing energy reconstruction, etc. ] 

no timing

w/ timing

Muons Taus



MTD: technologies under study 
}  Immunity to magnetic field (3.8 T) 
}  Radiation: 2x1014 (barrel) and up to 2x1015 n/cm2 (endcap)
}  Minimal impact on the calorimeters performance 
}  Schedule, power, service, and space constraints
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LYSO/LSO tiles with SiPM readout:
•  At the end of the tracker
•  Surface ~40 m2   
•  Installation - 2023 

Si with internal gain (LGAD):
•  In front of the new endcap ECAL
•  Surface ~9 m2 
•  Installation - 2025

Tracker

Endcap
calorimeter

 3.0 m    

1.
2 

m
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Barrel timing layer (BTL) layout 

TOFPET CHIP

}  LYSO/LSO:Ce + SiPMs embedded in the tracker support tube 
}  Production-ready and scalable technology
}  CO2 cooling at ~ −30 0C (limit SiPMs self-heating and dark rate)

~40 m2    
4k modules  

250k channels

Modules (16x4 crystals)
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10Constant thickness: 3 mm
Equalised thickness

Variable thickness to maintain 
a uniform material budget

Readout on L1-trigger-Accept
•  3% occupancy (0.5 mip threshold)
•  Adapt TOFPET2 ASIC  

Leading edge timing + amplitude meas.
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BTL tile time resolution 
}  Nominal geometry: 11 x11 mm2 + 4x4 mm2 SiPMs

}  Slant thickness ~ 4 mm

}  Production-like geometries qualified in test beams
  Aligned crystals in a parallel beam or impact point restricted
  Amplitude-walk correction

SiPM

Crystal

11x11 x 3 mm3 – FBK 5x5 mm2

σCT / √2 = 27 ps    
10x10 x 3 mm3 – HPK 6x6 mm2

σCT / √2 = 21 ps    

Different  
wrappings

[to optimize]

NINO 
readout board



BTL ASIC tests 
}  TOFPET2 resolution close to NINO + waveform digitizer

}  Time resolution RMS: 37 ps   [25 ps with NINO, same setup] 
}  Reasons for the difference understood 

}  Pulse slew rate (amplifier configuration) and TDC contribution
}  Will be corrected in BTL tailored ASIC (TOFHiR) 
}  Radiation hard design in parallel 
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[ CERN T9 Bealmline – May 2017 ]

crystals

J.Varela et al.



SiPMs+Crystal optimization  
}  Small area SiPMs preferable (mandatory)

}  Dark Count Rate (DCR) and power consumption with radiation 
}  Capacitance

}  Large area SiPMs provide 
better resolution: 

  CTR/√2 of two 10x10 mm2  
crystals in a parallel beam

  Time-walk correction applied 

}  3x3 mm2 SiPMs : 35 ps   
}  6x6 mm2 SiPMs : 21 ps 

}  Not only a photon detector efficiency (PDE) effect…  
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Bias voltage [V]



Dependence on the impact point 

}  Requires position dependent correction with ~2 mm precision
}  Or more uniform surface coverage (at constant active area) 
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SiPM SiPM

Δt relative to a reference MCP
[ light path/components variation ]

Amplitude variation
[ light collection efficiency ]

RMS
~50-60 ps



Dependence on the angle of incidence 

}  Time resolution independent of the angle
}  After amplitude walk and position correction (universal)
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11x11 x 3 mm3 – FBK 5x5 mm2

Amplitude variation
[ slant depth effect]

Central events

Peripheral events

Time resolution

All events



BTL tile radiation hardness 
}  Radiation fields at the end of HL-LHC

}  Fluence: 1.3-1.6 × 1014 neq/cm2 
}  Dose: 20 kGy

}  LYSO tiles: 
}  Negligible induced radio-luminicence  

and light loss [ RIAC = 3 m-1 at 1x1015 
cm2 and 100 kGy ]

}  SiPMs: Time resolution degradation 
from increased DCR: 20 ps → 40 ps
}  Lines: resolution from simulation  

with different PDE and DCR
}  Points: extrapolation to 2x1014 neq/cm2  

of SiPMs irradiation studies
}  A.Heering et al. NIMA 824 (2016) 111

}  Room for optimization: reflective wrappings, SiPMs size / layout, 
thicker tiles, …
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Why LYSO/LSO? 
}  Well characterized for PET scanners and EM calorimeters

}  Available, radiation hard, relatively fast and bright 
}  Matches the target performance for this application

}  Yet, not necessarily the best choice for MIP timing  
with leading edge time discrimination
}  Photons beyond ~100 ps not exploited
}  High Z unnecessary (unwanted) 

}  Radiation length grows with Z (in front of a calorimeter)
}  Scintillation yield scales with the mass thickness (ρd) 
}  Cherenkov yield scales with the thickness (d)

}  Cost is relatively high compared to other crystals

}  In want of a fast crystal with dmax <6 mm and <0.3 X0  
20

n X0 
[cm] d [mm] d [(X0] C Yield Scint. Yield

[first 40 ps]
LSO/LYSO 1.8 1.1 3 0.27 80 / eV ~90



Summary 
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}  The exploitation of the HL-LHC physics potential 
requires significant upgrades to CMS

}  30 ps MIP timing provides crucial discriminating 
information for resolving 140-200 PU vertices
  Phase-I track purity of vertices recovered at 200 PU

}  Technology is within reach:
}  Room for significant optimization: crystal choice, SiPM 

selection and optimization and SiPM+Crystal matching


